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My principal focus in this paper is on what might be called the metaphysics of
interpretation. I am concerned with the kinds of objects to\vards which interpretation is
appropriately directed and the kinds of properties that interpretation identifies. It might
be thought at the outset that the enquiry is flawed because there is no single enterprise
called interpretation and both the objects and properties involved are multifarious. In fact
the varied nature of the objects of interpretation and correspondingly the varied forms
that interpretation can take \\ill be one of my central themes. Nevertheless, focusing on
cultural. artefacts in general and works of art in particular I think there is a legitimate
question to be raised which I am inclined to put in a Kantian fOlmulation. namely: how is
interpretation possible?

To get an idea of what is at stake in that question and in the metaphysical enquiry
that underlies it, let me start \\1th a subsidiary question: \Vhat is the relation between the
properties of an object and an interpretation of that object? It might seem natural to
suppose that any genuine properties of an object are antecedent to any competent
interpretation, indeed that the role of the laner is to disclose or bring to light the fonner.
Interpretation, on this vie\v, recovers such properties as are in an object but are not
immediatelyapparent.11 Such a conception is motivated by a realist intuition: things .are
as they are independently of how they are thought to be. Interpretation aims at truth. A
more radical supposition, however, is that at least some of an object's properties, in some
cases, are COl1stitlitedbyinterpretation-they come into being only through interpretation.
On this view, interpretation is constructive, helping literally to create objects of
interpretation.> The motivating intuition here is anti-realist or constructivist. Must there
be a conflict between these two intuitions?

A simple solution might be to postulate two species of interpretation, the truth-
seeking kind that reveals hidden properties and is essentially a mode of exploration and
discovery (call it revelatory interpret..tion) and the constructive kind that enlarges and
offers new perspectives but strictly neither describes an antecedent reality nor aims at
truth (call it creative interpretation).~ To the ex1entthat these are distinct and recognizable
species, they conform to different demands we make on interpretation. Sometimes we
expect interpretation to tell us what an object is reaPy like, to show us something we have
missed about the object; at other times this enquiry c, n seem altogether too pedestrian for
we expect an interpretation to be fi:esh,original. and imaginative, showing us not hidden
facts but new possibilities. Interpretation in musical or dramatic performance provides
obvious instances of the latter.
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Unfortunately distinguishing these two species of interpretation in itself does linle
ro illuminate the problem originally posed, \\ruch is 1 problem about an object's properties
2nd where, as it were, those properties reside. WPile it might be true that some interpretation
is revelatory and some creative, it is clear, for Ol'.ething, that not any creative interpretation
is as good as any other. What constrains acceptable interpretations of any kind is surely
nothing other than the properties of the object itself And an object must have some properties
in itself-some identity conditions-in order to be iJentifiable as an object of attention. We
demand of creative interpretation not perhaps that it be true of the work but at least that it be
true to it. Yet how are we to draw the distinction between what is revelatory and what is
creative if we do not already know what properties truly belong to an object? It looks as if
,-,'lerealist intuition cannot simply be abandoned in favour of the anti-realist one, even in the
most promising cases. But if the two species of interpretation are applicable to one and
same object then merely dra\\ing that distinction will not tell us any mQre about how
properties relate to interpretations.

It seems to me that the distinction between the two kinds of interpretation, \\ith
[heir cOlTesponding intuitions. already presupposes a distinction between different kinds of

objects and ewn different kinds of propeI1ies. I want to sketch out a view about those
objects and properties, one that I hope can reconcile tensions if not contradictions in our
common suppositions about interpretation. I \\ill defend-or at least adopt as a working
constraint-the realist intuition about objects, mat they are identifiable and possess intrinsic
;:roperties independently of interpretation (even if subject to interpretation). Bu! I also \vill
cdend a moderate version of creative interpretation allO\\ing that some propenies of some
:.jnds of objects are the product of, and are not antecedent to, interpretation.

A few more preliminaries about interpretation. The first is that different kinds of
objects invite different kinds of interpretation. We should not assume in advance that every
object of interpretation is subject to the same methods of intetpretation: a poem. a dream,

<0distant energy surge in the universe, eccentric behaviour at a party, a cryptic remark,
evidence at a murder scene. a Rorschach blot, a quatrocentro painting, a Biblical passage,
"-,,d a judgment of the Supreme Court. might all invite interpretation but the constraints on
!:ow an interpreter might proceed cannot be assumed to be the same in the different cases.
Secondly, I am inclined to suppose, more controversially, that interpretation cannot proceed,
:e~tainly cannot be successful, \\ithout prior determination of the kind of thing being
:.:uerpreted. Interpretation in that sense need not go all the way down but in most cases can

C'nlybegin after a preliminary categorisation. Completely unfamiliar or uncIassifiable objects
::::eusually uninterpretabJe. Third]y. it is impoI12Ilt to retain some kind of distinction between
::::erpretation and description. Interpretation arises only where an object's significance is
:.:..,clear or not obvious, where there is a need to "make sense" of something.~ You don't
::eed to interpret my greeting 'Good moming" unless YOlithink it is something oiher than a
;reeting.

Let us now retum to objects and their propenies, beginning with. as it were,
"ordinary" objects: plants. animals. planets. mowltains. It is common i6 divide properties
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of such objects into two broad classes: intrinsic and relational (or eJo..1rinsic).The terms are
not clearly defined but the idea of the two classes is reasonably straightforward. Intrinsic
properties are those that belong to the object per se, apart from the relations that it stands in
with other objects. They are not context-sensitive; being "in" the object they persist from
context to conteJo..1.Some intrinsic properties are essential, without which the object would
not be the object that it is, some are non-essential or contingent. Often the difference
between essential and non-essential intrinsic properties is explicable in terms of determinable
and determinate properties. Extended objects, like the ones me,ntioned, have spatial
properties-size, shape, volume, and so forth--essentially but particular sizes, shapes or
volumes only contingently. Properties of objects bearing on their microstructure and the
nature of their constituent elements are also intrinsic and might themselves be essential or
non-essential.

Relational or eJo..1rinsicproperties, in contrast, can take different forms. They include
simple relations with other objects: next to, bigger than, o\'rTIed by, parent of. They also
include intentional properties, deriving from the attitudes, desires, thoughts and fears they
invoke in human beings: desirable, frightening, inspiring, dangerous. A subclass of
intentional properties are aesthetic properties, which can be possessed by natural objects as
weIl as artistic artefacts. Aesthetic properties also admit of a relational analysis, relating
lower-level perceptual properties of objects and the responses of ideal or appropriate
perceivers.6 In the case of ordinary or "natural" objects only a small, higWy restricted, class
of relational or extrinsic properties are essential and almost certainly no intentional or
aesthetic properties. Kripke. famously, has claimed the necessity of origins for living things,
although this might be seen as a consequence of the necessity of constitution, in this case
genetic structure. Normally relations that objects stand in to other objects, including the
responses they invoke in people, are merely contingent. The objects could .retain their
identity even if those relations do not hold.

The contrast with cultural objects (and works of art in particular) is striking and
iIluminating. With natural objects there seems little room for interpretation other than the
strictly exploratory or scientific. The intrinsic properties of objects might be hard to discern
and might at some level be theory-laden to a high degree but the thought that the properties
themselves, as opposed to the characterisation ofthose properties, might be radically variable
relative to human interpretive schemes or actually be constituted by interpretation, as claimed
for cultural objects, has little intuitive appeal-except to the most eJo..'tremeanti-realist. Works
of art seem altogether more intimately related to interpretation., As cultural objects they
have intentional and relational properties as part of their very core of being. At a fimdamental
level how they are is a function of how they are thought to be; without human attitudes,
beliefs, desires, emotions or meanings', and in general states of mind that need to be
represented, expressed, symbolized, or made sense of, there would be no works of art.
Here then are a peculiar species of object wholly dep~ndent on the practices trom which
they arise, the cultures which give them significance and the individuals for whom they are
of interest and value.' In this sense, they are intrinsically intentional and relational. On the
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face of it, then, the distinction between intrinsic and relational properties, paradigmatically
attributable to natural objects, cannot apply in any straightforward way to cultural objects.

I want to build on this distinction between natural objects and cultural objects,
along \\1th their characteristic properties, both sharpening the distinction and in other respects
dra\\1ng the two sides together. To avoid further confusion over the use ofthe.word 'object'
in both contexts, I will talk of 'objects' on the one hand and 'works' on the other, \\1th the
focus on works of art, very broadly conceived, as paradigm instances of cultural objects.
For every work there is necessarily a corresponding object, in a sense to be defined; the
object constitutes the work but is not identical with it. Thus the statue-a work-is constituted
by a piece of marble-an object-but is not identical with that piece of marble. They have
different identity conditions. The piece of marble could exist without the statue existing and
quite radical changes in the marble, through deterioration and restoration, do not necessarily
result in changes in the statue. There could even be essential properties of the statue, including
being a statue or being a representation of Marcus Aurelius, which are not essential properties
of the marble. That very same piece of marble might not have been a representation at all.

So how should we distinguish object and work? I invest the term 'object' with
very permissive ontological significance. In the art context, patches of paint, pieces of
cam"as. colour and line configurations, 'orpieces of marble are objects; so too are strings of
sentences or texts; abstract entities also count as objects, including in the case of music
sound-sequence types, of the kind characterised by Jerrold Levinson. I accept that sound-
sequence types-as.9istinct trom initiated types-are eternal, so on my view some objects,
in this extended sense, are both abstract and eternal. Some objects are naturally occurring,
wood. marble: some are human creations, plastic, colour mixes. By 'object', I have in mind
something like Arthur Danto's 'mere real thing', although without the extra baggage that
comes \\1th his theory. I share \\1th Danto the intuition that the existence of an object, in this
sense. or a"'mere real thing', is never sufficient for the existence of a work. Works are
underdeterrnined by their physical or structural properties, or, put more strongly, there are
possible workls where, for any given work in this world, a structurally isomorphic object
(or type) exists that is nor a work at all or not that work.

What ",bout works themselves? Here I am thinking ofpaintiJ:Igs, etchings; musical
works; sculptures; as well as literary, philosophical, or historical works. These are human
creations; they depend on human intentions and cultural conditions. They are intentional
objects not only because they owe their origins to intentional acts but also because their
idemity conditions, a.sI have said, are partly det~rmined by how they are taken or thought
to be by relevant cultural communities. They are essentially relational in the sense that they
are essentially embedded in cultural practices. This has strong implications, not always
'noticed. for their survival conditions. They cease to exist when there is no longer the
possibility of their eliciting the appropriate kinds of responses among suitably qualified
respondents. When they cease to be identified as works, and cease to be understood,
appreciated, and valued as works, they cease to exist as works. This has the surprising
consequence that awork might no longer survive even though the object that constitutes the
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work has survived. In principle. a painted canvas that once constituted a work of visual art
(a painting) could exist even though the work, the painting itself, do longer exists because it

has lost its cultural embedding. Similarly a \vntten tex1 could survive even though the.literary
work it once constituted has been lost.

Let us return to interpretation. I have said that works are underdetermined by their
physical properties. Two indiscernible physical objects could constitute radically different
kinds of works or perhaps no works at all. So merely confronting a physical object-say, a
painted canvas, or a piece of marble-is not enough to ground an interpretation. Too many
interpretations are compatible with the mere physical facts to make any meaningful
interpretation possible. Only when we know that it is a work, indeed a work of a certain
kind, do we know how to starr the interpretive process. This inclines me to suppose that it is
works not objects that are the bedrock of interpretation at least in standard cases. We mustn't
be blinded here by the east::\\ith which-given familiar cultural conditions-we are able to
identify works as works. That should not lead us to suppose that the work simply is the
object that we see. To recognize a work as a work-a painted canvas as a painting (i.e. an
intentional object conforming [Qcultural practices)--presupposes a fairly complex cultural
backgrow1d. The only-rather special-sense in which interpretations apply directly to
objects is the sense in which artists project an interpretation onto an object-perhaps a
'found object'-in order to render it into a work. It is in this sense, and only in this sense,
that Arthur Danto sees works as functions of interpretations on objects. But Danto's theory
does not imply that the interpretations of appreciators are directed at objects rather than
works. We have to know both that something is a work and broadly what. kind of work it is
to begin interpretation.

What about the tension we noticed earlier between the identity conditions of a
work being sufficiently robust [Qprovide a stable object of interpretation and the possibility
that some properties of works are constituted by, not antecedent to, interpretations? This of
course is an instance of the faI1).iliarhermeneutic circle. But in distinguishing objects and
works we now have better resources for approaching the whole question of what properties
belong to a work and what properties are imputed to it through interpretation. Because
works are culturally embedded. dependent on and identifiable through cultural practices,
they. already have intentional and relational properties as part of their very nature (if it
didn't sound so paradoxical we might insist, as Ipnted earlier, that such properties are intrinsic
to works). Works are, as it were, inseparable trom their cultural VvTappings, so features of
these 'wrappings' can be thought to 'belong to' the works themselves. Thus properties
deriving trom how works are ta..!;:enor thought to be can be part of the identifying conditions
of works. It is perhaps here that revelatory and creative interpretation come closest together,
where the former discloses properties present in a work and the latter generates such
properties.' .

But I don't want to give the impression of too sharp a line that clusters on the one
side objects, intrinsic properties. revelatory interpretation and realist intuitions about truth,
and on the other side works, intentional properties, creative interpretation and anti-realist
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intuitions. The position is a bit more complicated and interesting than that. For one thing
there is still room for realist intuitions in talking about works even if they need to be refocused.
I have suggested that the identifYingconditions of works rest essentially on how they are
thought to be so the realist divide between what something is and what it is thought to be
does not immediately apply. But once a work has been accepted as such within a relevant
cultural practice a kind of realism about its properties is possible. Take Van Gogh's Potato
Eaters.s It is part of my thesis that there is nothing intrinsic to the object aspects of the
work, i.e. the physical marks, brush strokes and colour configurations, that determine that it
a work at all or a. work of a particular kind, far less a representation. That's the
underdetermination point: But once categorised as a representation, within a recognizable
tradition, then certain basic facts about its depictive qualities are assumed; trivially that it
depicts people round a table, for example. Such a fact must be a starting point for
interpretation not a product of interpretation. Even further along this line, just because
certain properties of works are not obvious to any but the suitably informed does not ipso
facto imply they are matters of dispute or subject to mere hypothesis rather than truth or that
they are not, in the relevant sense, objectively present as characterising features of the
work. An example might be the complex iconography in Western medieval painting. The
depiction of saints or allusions to Biblical events or other kinds of symbolism are matters of
objective fact, given well-established cultural conventions, even if accessible only through
interpretation. This, of course, is revelatory, not creative, interpretation. It seems plain that
we can retain certain realist intuitions even when talking of works.

However, the anti-realist intuition that interpretation imputes properties, thereby
helping to construct works, is of fundamental importance in thinking about works, even ifit
has little or no role in thinking about objects. Creative interpretation is rooted in artistic
practice. First, for example, it is through a species of creative interpretation that an artist
endows otherwise inert matter-paint, marble, words, sOWlds-with intentional properties
and thus transforms objects into works. This is the basis for Danto's notion of the
transformative power of interpretation, which I alluded to earlier: "Indiscernible objects
become quite different and distinct\\urks of art by dint of distinct and different interpretations,
so I shall think of interpretations as functions which transform material objects into works
of art.'>9

But we can go further, for creative interpretation is not restricted to artists. Critics
too can have a transformative role in the appreciation of art; like artists, they too must
employ the imagination in their,response to art. Creative interpretation must supplement
the revelatory kind: It is in the nature of the practice of art that appreciators engage
imaginatively with works, projecting fruitful ways they might be seen or heard or read or
performed. This is creative interpretation for it is constrained not by truth but by
imaginativeness and pqssibility. The best creative interpretations are those that take the
established aspects of works, those elements intrinsic to the works, and find new saliences
for them, 10 or new ways of thinking about the \VOrk'Sthemes, motifs, or symbolic or figurative
aspects.
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Does this activity genuinely add to the work or just play games with it? One
reason for thinking it does expand the very conception of the work is that works, as intentional
objects, bear with them the critical tradition that develops round them. This is partly a
consequence of the practice of art, which invites critical engagement, but is also partly
connected to the intentional nature of art, whereby, as we have seen, what they are is a
function of what they are thought to be. Of course not any creati~e interpretation 'establishes .
a critical traditio~. Only the best, most exciting, imaginative, or illuminating do so. But
these imputations enlarge a work, they show ways in which indetenninacies can be filled
out, they change the way a work is conceived and if they become canomcal there is no going
back; the work grows into this new conception. What begins as a mere possibility develops
into a realisation and this,becomes another route from "imputed to" to "in" or "part of'.

We have travelled a winding path from our original conundrum about interpretation
and the properties of works. But I have left room, I hope, for the insights behind the two
apparently irreconcilable positions: that of the realists, who hold that interpretation can
only reveal pre-existent properties of works, and that of the constructivists, who hold that
interpretations can help construct works. I have wanted to preserve a fairly robust realist
notion of works, whose verynature can, I hope without undue paradox, incorporate intentional
and relational properties. But in stressing the practice-dependence and intentionality of
works, I have also shown them to be crucially different from ordinary objects such that
many common assumptions about realism do not apply. It is part of the practice involving
these strange objects that in opening up a field of possibilities, and inviting imaginative
supplementation and the active search for new saliences and creative readings, there is
scope in interpretation for work enlargement and creative imputation, as well as the revelation

of what already exists.
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